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Faculty women form
ad hoc committee
By Gale Boglf
Staff Reporter

5 o'clock
rush

Workers leaving the Administration Blag, at five o'clock run into problem*
crofting a busy Thurstin Street. How about an overpast for pedettriant?

Co-op to aid migrants
The migrant worker's need for
inexpensive clothing may be met in part
with the establishment of the BG Student
Co-op, according to Dave Lefko. junior
(A&Si. chairman of the co-op's board of
directors

Although only co-op members can
purchase used books and used records,
an exception allowing anyone to buy
clothing has been made in order to benefit area migrants. Lefko said.
Migrants will be made aware of the

Moore to negotiate
exchange expansion
President Hollis A Moore Jr will be
traveling to Brazil next week to discuss a
possible expansion of the University's
exchange relationship with Catholic
University in Sao Paulo.
In the past the exchange program has
been limited to only a few faculty and
students from this University and the
Brazilian school
Dr. Moore said he would like to
establish an expanded student exchange
program, plus set up some joint
academic programs possibly in
economics or fine arts.
THE PRESIDENT said he hopes to
work out some of the problems involved
with the program, particularly tuition
and other costs, during his trip.
He is also hoping to establish a
program to teach students Portuguese.
"What are we doing in Brazil if we
can't even speak in Portuguese?" Dr.
Moore said
According to Richard Edwards,
executive assistant to the president, the
two-week trip will be privately financed.

Funds for the trip were available last
spring. However. Dr. Moore delayed the
trip until this fall so he could also visit
Bowling Green students who are student
teaching in Brazil.
THE PRESIDENT will also be
speaking at a conference of the Sao
Paulo Education Foundation.
In addition, he will take a side trip to
Rio Grande de Sol to meet with Vitor
Francisco Schuch. who will soon be
coming to the University under an
administrative internship offered by the
American Association ot Colleges /or
Teacher Education through a grant from
the Agency for International
Development.
Edwards said Dr. Moore will also
attempt to establish contact with
additional study centers in Brazil.

facility through the Wood-SenecaOttawa-Sandusky Counties Community
Action Commission IWSOS) and the La
Raza Co-op in Portage
Any student can sell the used books,
records and clothing on consignment
through the exchange A 25 cent service
charge will be paid to the co-op for each
item the student wishes to sell.
MEMBERSHIPS entitling students to
buy exchange articles will be on sale for
$1 when the co-op opens These memberships and those sold last spring are
valid until June and can then be renewed
for 50 cents No stock in the corporation
will be sold.
According to Lefko, co-op members
are entitled to annually elect the boprd of
directors. They should play an active
role in membership rallies by voicing
their needs and criticisms in relation to
the exchange service.
Income for the co-op will be used for
rent costs with additional money being
set aside for a scholarship fund or other
University program Eventually the
exchange hopes to hire students with the
25 cent service charge covering the
employment expense. Lefko said.
Dave Dalton. president of the corporation, is responsible for the business
aspects of the co-op organization. In
these areas, such as hiring, purchasing,
personnel and accounting, he is held
accountable to Lefko. chairman of the
board.

Increasing concern among women
faculty members that sex differentials
exist in the areas of tenure and rank,
salaries and career development has led
to the formation of the ad hoc committee
on the Status of Women in the
University
There is much "felt discrimination"
among women in these areas and the
committee is doing empirical research
to try to discover if there is real discrimination, said Ms. Greer Litton Fox,
chairman of the committee.
If members do find discrimination on
the basis of their research, they plan to
study the dimensions of the problem, as
well as how it operates both
"structurally and interpersonally," Ms.
Fox said
THE FIRST STEP of the study will be
to conduct emperical research into sex
differentials in tenure and rank, salaries
and career development, she said
According to Ms. Fox. the second
phase of the research will be an attempt
to describe the interpersonal
mechanisms through which sex bias
operates and the ways in which such
mechanisms either consciously or unconsciously debilitate women and destroy
their drive
"Sexism is not always personally
directed, but somehow it happens and
this should be the heart of our understanding," she said "I'm leary of seeing
sexism behind every bush. Many things
could be attributed to sex bias, but
shouldn't be." she added
The research will highlight the
problem through description and analysis "so we can make it very plain what
sorts of things we mean when we talk
about non-conscious, unconscious and
underlying sex bias." Ms. Fox said.
THE SPECIFIC goal of the committee
is to submit recommendations to Faculty
Senate for corrective action based on
what is learned in the studv, according to
Ms. Fox.
She said a second goal of the
committee will be "consciousnessraising" in order to make women more
aware of themselves by becoming more
aware of others on the faculty.
The committee is currently working on
the formation of a data bank on which to
base their study. There is no information

Soviet Union backs
Red China seating
UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP)-The
Soviet Union yesterday urged that Red
China be seated in the United Nations
and said Peking's opponents were
fighting a rearguard action to disguise
their retreat.
Joining France and other Peking
supporters in the third day of the UN.
General Assembly's China debate, Soviet
Ambassador Jacob A. Malik called for
the expulsion of Nationalist China and
the seating of the mainland government
as the only solution to the 22-year-old
controversy over Chinese representation.
MALIK ASSAILED Chiang Kaishek's
Taiwan amendment and its supporters,
who are attempting to isolate Peking by
"the obsolete theory of two Chinas."
The Soviet ambassador acknowledged
Moscow's differences with Chinese
Communist party chairman Mao Tsetung.
"No matter what our relations with
the Chinese leaders-it is well known and
it is not our fault-it cannot affect the
issue." he said.
Without mentioning the United States
directly Malik denounced those he con-

tended tried to frighten members of the
United Nations by suggesting they too
might be expelled if they permitted
expulsion of the Taiwan delegation.
SPEAKING EARLIER, French
Ambassador Jacques EskosciuskoMorizet challenged the l' S -backed
'dual representation" plan as a delaying
tactic.
The only solution, he said, was the
expulsion of Nationalist China and the
seating of Peking-as envisaged in the socalled Albanian resolution.
Yesterday's speakers' list was heavily
in favor of the Albanian resolution,
although the views expressed presented
no surprises. Most countries on the list
had voted in previous years for Peking's
seating.
Swedish Ambassador Olof Rydbeck
stated that the "dual representation"
resolution, under which both Chinas
would have seats, would create a situation "both unconstitutional and dangerous."
Other pro-Peking speakers included
representatives of Denmark, Poland,
Yugoslavia. Southern Yemen. Nepal and
Chile.

Heating plant nearer

Nixon may

to gas conversion

announce
new justices

By Fred Thomas
The future seems brighter for the
elimination of the University
smokestack, one of Bowling Green's
biggest polluters.
The heating plant was to be
converted from coal to gas and oil
operation last spring, but, because
of a lack of funds, plans were halted.
"The main reason for the delay
has been no money," said F. Eugene
Beatty, directory of buildings and
facilities.
"The University has gone ahead
and hired Schmidts and
Associatiates of Cleveland to draw
up plans for the cmnversion." siad
Beatty. Bids were opened
September 29 in Columbus for the
purchase of a new 125,000 pound
boiler.

WASHINGTONlAPi-President Nixon
was reported by informed Senate
sources yesterday to be on the verge of
nominating Herschel H. Friday, a Little
Rock attorney, and Mrs. Mildred L.
Lillie. a Los Angeles judge, to fill the two
vacancies on the Supreme Court.
The nominations are expected to be
submitted today before the Senate starts
a four-day recess over the Veterans Day
holiday
Friday. 49. is widely known in the
South as a municipal bond attorney and
as a lawyer for school boards in
desegregation cases. He is a Democrat.
MRS. LILLIE, 54, has been a
California state appeals court judge
since 1958 and altogether has had 24
years of judicial experience
Up to this time, no woman has ever
bee* nominated to serve on the Supreme
Court
The two vacancies on the court were
created last month by the retirements of
Hugo L. Black and John M. 1'arlan
If the nominations to fill their seats are
submitted today, the Senate Judiciary
Committee presumably will start its
hearings next week.
Earlier yesterday, the White House
said It was no longer certain that Nixon
wouM announce by week's end his two
nominees for the court.

protesting salary increases and teaching
assignments, according to Ms. Fox.
The committee is also interested in
some type of interdisciplinary program
on the study of women, even if it is only
compiling a syllabus of all the courses
offered about women at the University
as a beginning, she said
Ms. Fox said the committee has
received a great deal of cooperation and
interest from men it has contacted and
has not experienced any antagonism. She
said men were especially helpful in
telling committee members where to
find information they needed.
The committee is limiting its study to
THE WFA would provide women the
chance to get together and lend each full-time women faculty, but Ms. Fox
said she thinks women graduate students
other support, she said.
It would also decrease an individual's and undergraduates would benefit by
vulnerability when she takes some type undertaking a similar study of the probof action such as demanding tenure, or lems which face them at the University.

currently available on who women
faculty members are and where they are
or at what ranks. Ms Fox said
The proportion of women serving on
political bodies such as Faculty Senate
will be studied to determine whether or
not they are adequately represented, she
said
Ms. Fox said the committee is tentatively considering organizing a Woman's
Faculty Association (WFA) They have
met with a great deal of positive
response from the women they have contacted about the idea, she said.

According to Beatty, the bidders
have allowed 60 days to the
University for purchase of the bid,
pending state legislature approval.

Heating
plant

The University is now in the process of negotiating bids for the conversion of the
heating plant on Thurstin Street from coal burning to gat and ail.

HE PEELS
there is enough
pressure now from local and state
people on the legislature to get the
needed funds.
"The total package price for the
changeover will be $800,000 " he
said. "If we get finds, the plant
conversion should be ready for the

next heating season in Nov. 1972,"
he said.
He explained that the conversion
will be conducted in three stages.
Stage one will be the purchase and
installment of the new 125,000 pound
boiler that will handle the gas and
oil.
The second phase will be the
installment of new piping in the
heating plant.
The final stage will be the
converting of the existing 100,000
pound and 20,000 pound coal fire
boilers for gas and oil operations.
"The total plant potential will be
245,000 pounds of steam per hour,"
Beatty said
LOOKING TOWARD 1975 Beatty
said, "Columbia Gas of Ohio has
promised it will provide enough
natural gas to run the plant in
entirety." The plant will still
maintain a coal burning capacity
after the changeover," he added.
The 250-foot high smokestack will
remain as long as the plant has the
potential to convert to coal
operations.
"Right now the plant is not getting
any coal because of the present coal
strike," Beatty said. "I have in
storage 18.000 tons of coal that will
provide heat into May of next year."
"All that is needed now is the
money to convert," he concluded.
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being white at bg means...

quick trip
The entire state has been operating on an interim budget since
Julyl.
This University has been existing on state subsidies equal to
those paid last year, but not sufficient to cover prices that have
increased since that time.
Countless programs, not only here but at other universities and
agencies across the state, have been altered, delayed or even
cancelled because no one knows how much money they'll be given
to work with.
And in the midst of this financial upheaval, what do our
charming state legislators do?
Instead of winding up the debate over the state budget-a task
they should have accomplished long before this-30 legislators
took off for Philadelphia yesterday to campaign for the president
of the National Society for State Legislators.
According to a story by a Toledo Blade correspondent Tuesday,
it had been planned to settle the budget issue this week.
However, 30 legislators apparently think the state's budget
problems are second in importance to Rep. Charles Fry's (RSpringfield) campaign for the presidency of the legislators'
society.
We certainly are pleased that our hard-working legislators have
so little to do that they can take time off for a quick trip to
Philadelphia.
In the meantime, the rest of us will continue to pinch our
pennies.

voting price
Friday's federal court ruling allowing Ohio college
students to vote in the community where they attend school has a
little extra added attraction for students and another pain in the
side for the Ohio Board of Regents.
According to Ohio election laws, if out-of-state students take
advantage of the ruling and become Ohio electors after six
months, they will automatically become official Ohio residents.
This means the out-of-state student fees could be lost and
universities would have to stop surcharging non-Ohio students.
And in money figures this means Ohio state universities will
lose between $10 million and $25 million a year.
In Ohio, where money is known for speaking louder than actions
and constitutional rights, it is likely the 12 Ohio universities are
not going to give up millions of dollars without putting up some
kind of fight.
Before we begin patting the federal court on the back and chalk
this up as another victory, we must remember the state is going
to have to compensate for their loss in some way.
Legislators may declare non-Ohio students exempt from the
federal court ruling. Or they may make it "difficult" for an outof-state student to become an Ohio resident. Regents may raise
tuition exhorbitantly to offset the surcharges.
It should be interesting to see what price we will have to pay for
our rights this time.
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...NEVER HAVING asked the question, "What does it mean to be white?"
.. not having to worry that if I drop out of school I won't be able to find a job.
...not feeling threatened as I walk across campus, for all around me are my
people, my music, my slang.
...never worrying that when I enter a room of strangers.I will be looked at
with hostility-the worst that can happen U that I'll be Ignored.
...never having to doubt that this or that course will have some material in it
concerning my race-after all, I assume that the course will be about my
history, my art, my literature, my national heroes, my race's philosophers,
painters and generals.
...not having to worry that when I go to see my professor he
will misunderstand my speech or my expressions or my silent communication
signals.
...feeling a tinge of envy land resentment?) at seeing the table of blacks
sitting together at the table in the dining hall or Union.
...complaining to my staff member that there is a group of black men in the
lounge, and feeling threatened by that, knowing he will get the message, for
after all, he's white too.
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...bearing the Doors In the room next door, the Stones In the room across the
hall, Three Dog Night upstairs-thinking that the dude who plan soul on the
first floor Is too loud.
looking down on manual labor of any kind, making little jokes about the
housekeepers, the maintainance man, the electrician.
...two hours later, telling my friends how I'm really into Black people and
Black culture, bow poor people are so cool because they are so earthy and work
with their hands, about bow I'm going to fight for the revolution, because we
need to redistribute the wealth.
...telling everyone about my trip through Mississippi and Alabama especially
about how everyone down there is a racist.
...then going back to the all-white suburb where I grew up, passing the 95 per
cent white high school I attended, driving down the quiet streets where I never
saw a Black man walking nor anyone ever questioned by the cops, much less
arrested.
... being comfortable.
BEING CONFUSED by words like "institutional racism "...that's not me is
Ml
...being afraid everything I do or say will be called "racist".
...is not feeling "white" unless around Blacks.
...makes me wonder why a Black who is friendly in the dorm, refuses to
recognize my existence when he's in a group of Blacks.
..makes me feel
guilty over the Black condition but either unwilling or unable to transfer this
feeling into constructive action.
...not knowing what Blacks want or why they want to be different.
...feeling frustrated that Blacks hate me because I'm white and questioning
Black intolerance, prejudice and stereotyping of white.
Being white in a predominately white university means many things if we
only will examine it. How's it with you? What does it mean to be white?

branch life
at firelands
By Evelyn Swords
Firelands Student
Students attend branches of state
assisted universities for various reasons.
Many would like to begin college, but are
not willing to fully commit themselves to
an on-campus environment.

Firelands Campus specifically serves:
1. The student who wishes to begin
work leading to a degree.
2. The student who plans to enter a
profession such as law, medicine,
engineering, or business The student
may obtain the first year of preprofessional college study before
transferring with little or no loss of time
or credits.
3. The student who desires a two-year
technical program that leads to an
associate degree.
4. The student who does not plan to

earn a college degree but who desires an
education beyond high school.
S. The student who is above traditional
college age and who wishes to study for
professional or cultural improvement or
personal satisfaction.
Branch campuses now satisfy
increasing demands for education not
previously met. As a result more
students are able to attend college and
complete programs by financial savings
and fully accredited course work during
the first two years.

SO thcV SflV
Mrs. Richard Nixon after being asked if
she would accompany the President on
his trips to China and the Soviet Union:
-Oh sue.. . I'm gettfcag all my Chinese
clothes ready."

who has
the right?
Mr. Fred Hoffman's article that
appeared in The BG News (Oct. 14)
discerns me and those who are
concerned about humanity and living.
Ke stated that the ROTC cadets have
the right to choose to elect ROTC
classes.
Granted Mr. Hoffman, but may I ask
you who thought to ask the Vietnamese
people involved in their own civil war if
United States Intervention was wanted.
I AM THEREBY assuming Mr.
Hoffman, that these people are not
human beings to you and that they are
not entitled to any of their rights in their
own culture.
It grieves me that you can not see that
the ROTC cadets will kill these people
and that you can live with the fact that
these killers were trained on our
campus.

RenayeLee
808 Eighth St.

OFFICER, TILL Ml VERY QUIETLY

...GETTING MY FEELINGS hurt when the black man down the hall refuses
to have anything to do with me.
...not understanding why he laughs when I say I treat everyone the same,
regardless of whether they are black, brown, yellow, or green or when I say
that some of my best friends are colored.

news
LeTTers

With demands for enrollment at large
schools, early closing of admission
opportunities often develops. • The
branches offer enrollment opportunities
for late applicants.
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business manager
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race or culture, for being white means that my culture la the yardstick for
what s around me here: our akin, oar history, our music, oar society.
And so, paradoxically, in order to express what it means to be white on this
campus, I must use negative terms, perhaps for the first time in my life, about
my race I never considered (for I've never had to consider it) that I was part of
a race, really-they were always the "race": the blacks, Puerto Ricani,
Chicanos. Japanese, etc.
I was simply part of the overwhelming majority, wherever I was, and being a
member of the "white race" was "Yeah, well, sure:" then going on about my
business. It simply wasn't important to my life.
In order to try to understand what it means to be white, I've had to ask the
question to myself, "What If I weren't white?" and try from there to list white
advantages. They almost always seem to take the form of, "Being white at
Bowling Green State University means not this or not that."So, as a starter,
being white at Bowling Green State University means...

Students with financial limitations
cannot attend a large university which
requires living on campus or a private
school with high tuition. Branch
campuses provide a reasonable solution.
Students are not required to pay for
room and board and most live at home to
retain home-town jobs. This allows
additional savings which can be applied
toward attendance away from homelater
in their collegiate careers.

An Independent Student Voice
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two sides to rote
It has been a long time since I have
seen an article so full of distortions, halftruths, and untruths as Fred Hoffman's
article which appeared in the Oct. 14
News The article was nothing but a
vicious, petty smear, not only on the
people who were arrested, but even more
so on those who participated in the
protests of May 5-21.
First, we did not seek to deny anyone
their rights. Our protest, in fact, was in
affirmation of human rights, the rights
of the Vietnamese, Laotian, and
Cambodian peoples to live in peace.

making use of the old smear tactic of
guilt by association.
Though no more property damage
occurred, there were incidents however
on the part of those who disagreed with
us. The administration harassed us at
every opportunity. We were bombarded
on various nights with eggs, vinegar, and
water: we were physically threatened,
and one night a couple of cars came
charging at us, stopping just short, of us.

ON MAY 18, THE Presidents Review
was halted by President Moore after 2000
people had marched onto the parade
These rights are trampled I on every
field. The decision to halt the Review
day by ROTC graduates using bombs, was President Moore's: no one forced
napalm artillery, and M-16s. ROTC has him to make it. The only violence that
provided the manpower necessary for occurred was when one demonstrator
this wanton destruction of these people's was beaten up by the police.
rights. It is the denial of these most basic
Nine days late. 21 persons were
human rights that we protested, and arrested, following a secret
which we still protest
investigation, in which not one of the
persons subsequently arrested was
THE REAL LIBEL though, is his questioned. At least two classes were
attempt to discredit the antiwar disrupted by uniformed police in search
movement on this campus by distorting of students, despite the fact that the
what actually occurred last Spring.
large majority of students in these
On May 5, a group of people began classes had had nothing to do with the
camping out in front of Memorial Hall in alleged disruption of the Review.
protest against ROTC s presence on this
As no disciplinary action was taken
campus. About forty were to stay for the against the arresting officers, it is clear
next sixteen nights. We did not camp in that what had upset the administration
front of the entrances as Mr. Hoffman was not any alleged disruption, but the
writes; all entrances were left open.
challenge to is authority.
The first night, a small group of
Mr. Hoffman talks loosely about
people, who were not part of the group' "facts" and about seeing both sides of
which stayed, did break a glass door and the picture. In the future, he should take
did paint slogans on the building. We his own advice.
repeatedly disassociated ourselves from
this event and there were no further
George Macdonald
incidents of that kind. In accusing us of
241 South Summit
causing this damage. Mr. Hoffman is
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Grads to teach classes

Faculty, alumni team up

Ooopsf

Oh, thigh. Jult who rhoM I chooth. lo r.pr.th.nt m« oth th. Homecoming
queen? Thilh Hh julhl loo conluthing.

Students present petitions seeking
grand jury probe of KSU killings
in - ,• ■ ■ ■ K ■ . . ~-. . .
■ .WASHINGTON IAPI
• ■>
The
Kent Stale University
students presented to the
White I'ouse yesterday
petitions requesting a federal
grand jury probe of the Kent
State killings of May 4.1970

final accountability
Rambo and Keane were
accompanied by Dr Glen
Olds, a former aide to
President Nixon, who is now
Kent State president.

In an hour-long meeting
with presidential assistanl
Leonard Garment, students
Greg Rambo and Paul Keane
said none of the investigations
of the shooting of four
students by Ohio National
Guardsmen has
resolved

IN PRESENTING petitions
bearing 10.380 signatures of
Kent Stale students and
Applications for a German
faculty members. Keane said
Dr. Olds "spoke eloquently on exchange program are now
behalf of this demonstration being taken, according to L
of democracy" although he Edward Shuck Jr., director of
was not one of the signers of international programs
This is a direct exchange
program. Shuck explained
Two American students are
exchanged for two German
students.

(..-I m «««ift»fcllUti "

Ihn
the nnlilinn
petition

Rambo told a news
conference at the Capitol
after the White House
meeting the student
representatives asked that the

Applications available

International Center

sponsors soccer team

competition
The International Center is
also planning to build an
international lounge in the
basement of Williams Hall,
according to Shuck
The center recently was
moved from Johnston Hall to
Williams Hall. Facilities are
not the same in the new
location, he said.
At a later date he will also
announce details concerning
the "Hour of Understanding"
The Bowling Green team which Shuck said will be
was defeated, but Saturday. continued this year.
Oct 30. they will play against
Toledo again and this time
they expect to win. according
to Dr. L. Edward Shuck Jr .
director of international
programs
The International Center is
continuing a sports project it
began last year.
The center is sponsoring a
soccer team which is
composed entirely of foreign
students.
The team, formed with the
help of the athletic
department, played its first
game last spring against a
team of foreign students from
Toledo University

Shuck said students are
invited to attend the game,
which will be played at
Toledo

PLANS ARE being made to
expand the program to include
other Ohio schools in the
foreign student interschool
ENGAGING IDEA

The Bowling Green students
who are selected to go to
Germany will receive full fee

n.m*oi
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FACULTY-ALUMNI DAY
FRIDAY
SPEAKERS
OCT.23
Earl Wright
10:00
302 Hayes Hall

Dr. William Day
1:00-2:00
300 Mosley Hall

Mr. Jay Merkle
12:00
Pheasant Room
Faculty Lounge

Mr. Charles Shanklin
12.00
303 Mosley Hall

Dr. David Anderson
2:00-3:00
308 University Hall

WMOW

Qualifications for students
interested in applying include
a good knowledge of German,
a 3.0 accumulative average
and sophomore standing.
Interested persons should
contact the International
Center in the basement of
Williams Hall for further
information.

THE CLUSTER
COLLEGE

Dr. Linda Wagner
3:00
211 University Hall

Ghre youi or* andonly a beautiful, brilliant Keepsake Diamond
Ring. Choose Irom our fine selection of new styles, and receive
your written guarantee of perfect quality and permanent registration.

payments in any German
University of their choice and
400 marks (1100.001 per month
spending money.

Want to get it all together -

Richard Brown
11:00
121 Hayes Hall

AOUABlU* «315

I ■>...... I. .» overrule the Aug 15
President
decision of Atty Gen John N
Mitchell to not order a federal
grand jury inquiry or give
them a detailed explanation
whvnot.

Mr. Charles Kurfess
12:00
309 Mosley Hall
Dr. Robert Hanrahan
1:00
305 Mosley Hall
Mr. Robert Taylor
10:00 -12:00
105 Psychology Bldg.

Dr. Stanley Kutler
to be arranged

Mr. Herb Clarke
12:00-1:00
South Hall-TV Studio

Dr. Paul Worfran
1:00
207 Home Economics

Dr. Harold McGrady
11:00-12:00
Pink Dogwood - Union

Mr. Nick Mileti
10:00 -12:00
113 Hayes Hall

Mr. Joseph Zing ale
11:00-12:00
South Hall-TV Studio

As an added feature of
Homecoming, 17 University
graduates will participate in
the first "Alumni Faculty
Day" tomorrow by teaching a
class on campus.
James H Lessig, University
Alumni director said the idea
of inviting graduates b
lo
teach originated as an
attempt
-to
make
homecoming
more
meaningful for students and
alumni." He said he wants to
bring the alumni in direct
contact with the students.
"The purpose of the
program is to further
communication between
faculty, alumni and students,"
said Lessig "We also want
students to be aware that
some fine people who are
making valuable contributions
to the world graduated from
BG"
Representing several
professions, the returning
graduates will teach regularly
scheduled classes related to
their field
Earl Wright, C49).
president of Lucas County
State Bank, is teaching
Business Ed 240 in 302 Hayes
Hall at 10 am His topic is
"Banking and the Consumer
or What Banks Can Do (or
Consumers."
At noon Jay Merkle, ('511,
vice
president
of
TelePrompter Corporation.
N.Y., is addressing a faculty
luncheon and seminar in the
Pheasant Room. Union.
Richard Brown. CS0). in
labor relations with the
General Motors Corporation
in Toledo, is teaching
Economics 321 at 11 a.m. in
121 Hayes Hall He will
discuss
the
factors
determining the internal wage
structure, given that a union
exists in a company.
Professor of English at
Michigan State University,
Dr. Linda Wagner, ('57), is
teaching English 320 at 3 p.m.
in 211 University Hall.
Dr. David Anderson, ('51),
professor in the department of

American thought and
language at Michigan State
University, will teach English
409 at 2 p.m. in 308 University
Kail
Dr. Stanley Kutler. (561.
professor of history at
Wisconsin University, is
teaching an honors history
class which meets at a prearranged time.
Paul Wolfram, ('661, an
officer with Bell & Beckwith
Investments of Toledo, will
speak on investments for the
family to the home economics
405 class at 1 p.m in 207 Home
Ec Bldg
Nick Mileti. ('53). an
attorney and president of the
Cleveland Arena, is
conducting an open topic in
management 360 at 10 am. in
Hayes Hall
At the 1 p.m. journalism 405
class in Moseley Hall. William
Day. i'50), assistant to the
publisher of the Toledo
W.HU' will conduct an open
topic of discussion.
Charles Chanklin. C51). an

attorney who served on
President Nixon's Advisory
Council on Executive
Organizations, is addressing
the political science 202 class
at noon in 303 Moseley Hall.
CHARLES KURFESS. I'51).
speaker of the Ohio House of
Representatives, will address
the noon political science 341
class in 309 Moseley Hall.
Robert Hanrahan. ('56).
regional commissioner for the
midwest office fo education in
Chicago, will teach political
science 203 at I p.m. in 305
Moseley Hall.
Industrial relations manager
for a company in California.
Robert Taylor. ('52). Is
returning to teach psychology
557 at 10 a.m. His topic is
labor relations in the nonunion company.
Herb Clarke. i'50i.
newscaster for WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, is addressing
Speech 363 at noon in the South
Hall TV studio.

A1 so teaching Speech 3U at
11 p.m. Is Joseph Zingale,
('55). vice president and
owner of the Westchester
Corporation.
Dr. Harold McGrady. CM),
professor of audiology and
speech at Northwestern
University, is holding a
speech colloquium at 11 p.m.
the Pink Dogwood Room of
the Union. All three speech
classes will have open topics.

Voter office
aids students
The Office of Voter
Facilitation is open
Monday through Friday
from 1-4 p.m. on the
first floor of the Administration Bldg.
The office is designed
to aid students in obtaining and notarizing
absentee ballots for the
upcoming November
election.

•

•
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BACHELORS IB
SI.00
Covet

Hy Lites
Hard and Soft Rock

FBI
ONLY

893 S. MAIN ST.

JETHRO TULL
AND
FREEDOM
Monday, October 25
7:30 p.m.
TOLEDO
SPORTS ARENA
$4.50 ADVANCED

$5.50 AT THE DOOR

ALL SEATS RESERVED
On Sale Now at:
Toledo Sports Arena,
Sears, Woodville Mall, Central
Travel & Ticket Agency, Masonic
Auditorium,

Bruce's Gentry,

Alter-ego, Headquarters, and
Adam's Needle In Bowling Green
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Brandt gets Nobel prize
OLSO. NORWAY (AP)-The
1071 Nobel Peace Prize was
awarded yesterday to WUly
Brandt with a tribute to the
German chancellor's efforts
to reconcile old enemies of
East and West Europe
Brandt. 57. became the first
head of government in 50
years to win the award. He
was the unanimous choice of
the five-man Nobel Prize
committee of Norway's
parliament for acheiving
"eminent results in creating
preconditions for peace in
Europe."

SPEAKING WITH emotion.
Brandt told bit own
parliament in Bonn: "This is a
high honor and a decoration
that carries with It great
duties. I will do everything in
my power to be worthy of it. I
will accept the Peace Prize on
Dec. 10 in fellowship with all,
wherever they may be, who
wish to free the world from
the threat of war and build a
peaceful Europe."
There were 39 candidatesincluding an Italian social
reformer, Danilo Oolci, a
Brazilian archbishop of the

am:

B3K3S3K

asasaHHsaj

DOMINO'S
352-5221

Roman Catholic Church,
Kelder Camara. and an
Anglican churchman, Canon
John Collins of London.
BUT THE CHAIRMAN of
the Nobel Committee, Mrs.
Aase Lionaes, said it had no
difficulty in deciding on
Brandt
The committee statement
cited him for extending "the
hand
of
reconciliation
between countries that have

long been enemies" and for
making
a fundamental
contribution to peace "not
only In Europe but in the
world aa a whole."
The choice means the 57year-old Brandt will be
coming •'home" to Norwaywhere he lived aa an exile
from Hitler's Germany-to
receive his gold medal,
diploma and his 188.000 in
prize money.

Anderson elected
Dr. Thomas Anderson,
Anderson also will serve as
associate
professor of chairman of the House and
geography, is the new vice Program committee, which
will plan social activities. He
president of the Faculty Club.
previously was one of six
directors of the club.
The new
replacing
coordinator
educational
resigned
summer.

vice president is
Fred
Pigge,
of the center for
research., Pigge
the post last

Free game?

This fl.nll.mon may be hoping he hat some of the talents of a certain rack
opera star. But sorry, it may bo a game, but it won't fill your phys. ed.

^VVVVSAft/VVUVVVVVVbVWVVVVrVWWW^

Church's Bonded
Service

requirement.
Ralph C Martin, assistant
professor of education, has
been elected to replace
Anderson as a director.

•••••••••••••••
*

Best Quality
Best Price
Best Service

Motor Oil Sale
24Qts. 10W30Pet
24 Qts. 20W or 30W
Corner of N. Main
& Ridge
! VVVWVWWM

*

Phi Mu's
the
One

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
***************

LASALLE^S

Grad Senate selects president
Bill Gourd of the speech
department was voted president of the Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) yesterday at the
organization's first meeting of
the quarter in the Faculty
Lounge. Union.
Gourd said that he sees GSS
as a body that can accomplish
its goals through simple agitation and representation of the
various
university
committees
THE WIZARD OF ID

Thursday. Oct. 21.1971

Sale! Men's rancher coat

Regularly 5.89 to 6.89. Long sleeve permanent press dress shirts. Our own SupreMacy fashions for men! Choose from solid
colors, white or the newest in fashion
stripes New 2 button cuffs too! Sizes 14Vk
to 17.

Regularly 37.50. Ribless corduroy rancher
coat with all the styling a man could ask
for! In gold, sizes 36 to 46. Flight jackets,
regularly $35. White canvas. 36 to 44. Just
24.99.

The GSS is a member of the
Graduate Student Association,
which
includes Ohio
University, Ohio State
University, Kent State.
University of Tooedo,
University of Cincinnati, and
Miami University.

fOft A MIHJT0
\
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Sale! Men's dress shirts

The senate, which consists
of a senator from almost

every department on campus,
represents
approximately
1000 graduate students on
campus.

CtMAT HrfPPEMgP

■w
24.99

book store prices, are to be
resolved.
ALSO ON THE AGENDA of
the meeting was the election
of Douglas Stuber of the
department of philosophy as
vice-president,
and
the
anticipated budget of $750.
still
awaiting
university
approval.

by Brant park.r and Johnny hart

ic-y

HOMECOMING SPECIALS
3.99

He said that even though
Bowling Green appears to be
oriented toward the undergraduate, as exemplified in
the "cutesy elementary school
displays" and the 5 p.m
closing of the library because
of "Saturday-date night."
interaction between graduate
and undergraduate students is
mandatory if problems they
share, such as parking and

Campus Crusade tor Christ
Faculty Lounge Union. 7pm
Women's Recreation Assoc
Inter-Collegiate Volley Ball
6:30pm North Gym, Women's
Bldg
On exhibition, the works ot the
silversmith J
Levan Hill.
Promenade Lounge. Union
Christian Science Testimonial
Meeting. ProutChapel. 6:30
Public Relations Student Society
ol America, 7 30pm Harrison
Room. Union Open to public
Guest speaker Walter Boyd, PR
executive American Airlines
"Demons and Things" line man
art exhibition by Wade Thompson
Library, 2nd floor. Library hours
Bowling Green State University
Fencing Club. 7pm. South Gym.
Women's Bldg
Practice.
Beginners welcome.
Outing Club. 100 Women's
Bldg. 5 304 30 p.m All girls
attending the picnic the 29th must
pay their dollar at this time
University Karate Club. Grand
Ballroom. Union. 7 9pm All
interested men & women
welcome.
Living in a Finer Environment
(LIFE) Alumni Room. Union.
7:30.
Very
important
organizational meeting.
Accounting Club. 200 Mpselev
Hall 6:30 All Business students
interested in the Accounting
Profession. All welcome
LOST
LOST: brown oval glasses in
green swirl case. Call 371-131$
Missing Parse! It would be very
much appreciated if the purse
itself 4 the PERSONAL items
within would be returned via
campus mail-Carol Walker. 105
HarshmanC
LOST- silver heart necklace
between Founders and town
sentimental value. Call 372-5923

Ride available to Warren, O. or

jffitduH..

CLASSIFIED ■!»'
turnpike exit 14. Fri Oct 29 share The only way to remember this Stereo-portable-good condition $50
expenses call Nancy 352-5879
year is to write your own book or call Marty 352-5583
buy ours Order a KEY-come in,
Desperately needed: Ride to Ohio call, or send your roommate
For Sale-Armstrong Mute model
University-Oct. 29 will share
90-excellenl condition $185 call
expenses-Meg 372-3414
Di-congrals on your Sweetest Day 353-0621
engagement. Your roomies-Jayne
Ride needed lo Chicago area Oct. and Minda
FOR SALE Acoustic Research
22 will share expenses call 2-4906
Component Stereo.w/ Panasonic 8
Jean-Is it true that getting pinned trk recorder/player. Sell ail or by
Ride available to Ohio Stale causes "hay" fever' Congrats on piece ph 352-7891
leaving Sal returning Sun eve call your Alpha Sig pinning! Your
Nancy 362-5879
Gamma Phi Sisters
1966 Chevelle $400 or best offer
352-1752
Riders wanted to Chicago Oct 22 Congratulations Deb and Janet on
call Linda 352-7116
your Alpha Phi Activation. For Sale 1961 Ford Econoline
Surprised much'' Chris. Mary and Van Call 352-7633
Ride needed to Chicago or Sandy
67 VW Bug. mustard yellow
Milwaukee. Oct 24.2-1231
w black stripes sunroof, good
SIG EP's-Down in the cellar condition, extras $995 ph 293
PERSONALS
underneath the ground. Alpha McClure
CJJ.J are diggin' on the fun thev
INKSTONE needs staff members found " Thanks for the tea'
61 Chevy Impala automatic,
undergrads apply 201 U.H.
Alpha Chi's
power steering runs well call 3520731
Will baby sit in my home Mon-Fri. Janet: Thanks for showing me it's
Have references 353-3462
worth waiting for! Congrats! Phi For Sale Jag XKE 196347 engine
Love, Katy
good conditon 352-7387
1st Newman Lecture "Is the
Pope
Infalliable-Catholic Dirty Dozen: We always were the 1971 MGB Conv Phone 353-9663
Dissent" by Rev. James Bacik. most 'active' in the mom. ask for Dave
Sun Oct 24,8pm. Newman Center. Congrats! Katy
Admission free Public invited
64 Pontiac Tempest fair condition
Alpha Sigs. you sure know how to 82.000 good transportation best
A meeting ol all students signed give a tea! We're still "Hying offer 352-9181
up for the Methods Experience high" The D.Z.'s
Project for Winter will be held
F. mute needed for W 4 S Qts for
tonight at 7pm in 106 Manna
Congrats on being outstanding modem 3 man apt close to
Alpha Phi Pledge Speece-o
campus. 352 5451 after 10pm see
SENIORS-Without your smiling
Cindy or Chris BG News off
face, the KEY senior section
FOR SALE OR RENT
afternoons
won't be complete. Smile and dial
372-2656
For Sale: 2 reserved seats for WINTHROP NORTH & SOUTH
Homecoming game. $6. Call Bev. rental OCZYSZCZENIC sale Oct
Move on down to FINDERS 2-3435
It. 10. 21, 22. If you know what the
RECORDS 128 N. Main St. NEW
Polish word means you will gel $5
LP's now available: Cat Stevens- Fender Bassman amp great for off your rent. Office: Napoleon
A&M, Santana-Columbia. John rock n' roll. Hagstrom bass: solid Rd and the Penn Central tracks
Lennon-Apple, Savoy Brown- body. 2 pick-up. brand new. $170 a 3S2-91S5.9-5
Parrot. The BandCapitol. Deep piece Earl 352-7993. 2S6A S.
Purple-Warner Bros, and much College
Nice 1 bdrm apt available Oct 23,
more
I or $ people. CLOSE TO
130 watt amplifier $50. Kingston CAMPUS: please call 352 0993
PAGUAI'S NEW HOURS: 5 until bass $50. ok stuff-Max 352-0007
2 Sun thru Thurs. 5 until 3 Fri *
2 bdrm furn bouse available imm
Sat. Pagliai s 1004 S. Main 352- For sale ladies Misty Harbor pay elect, only $K0 per mo ph.
7571
raincoat w lining, size 16. tan, 35*0101
brand new $35 call 352-7813
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE
For net 1 bdrm completely furn
HOLIDAY TRAVEL 140 N Main Stereo headphones-Kosz 727B apt available Nov 1371-1530
352-6567
originally $35 now $17 3 weeks old
call 3614112
Waat to move off campus? Apt.
RECORDS' Oldies! 10.000 in
available at Univ. courts for 1 or 1
Stock. Send 35 cents for 2.000 Food coupons for sale Ml off call girls Winter and Spring Quarters
listing catalog. Mall Orders BerU 2-1629
$166 per quarter fullv furnished!
Filled RECORD CENTER 1M6
Call Nancy 352-0058
W 25th, Cleveland. Ohio
Farfisia Dual Compact Organ v.
good cood 1 key boards best offer OCT. * NOV RENT FREE lor 2
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 3614111
girls call Joann 3934617
Custom Engagement Rings
PHILIP MORTON CON- KLH Model 11 Portable Record M. rnunate needed for 4 man apt
TEMPORARY JEWELRY. Ill player also Dyaaco SCA40 Amp Village Green call 3614172
W WoosterSU-taSl Open 9-5
Must sell 372-3142

TtweeaWy, Certe*., II, 1*71. Tin M NMI/T^! S

Recruiters discuss job qualifications
Recruiters from the O'Neill
Co., the Cooper Tire Co. and
the Marathon Oil Co. spoke to
members of the Business Club
Tuesday night on qualities
required of prospective job
applicants.
David Otto, director of
college
recruiting
for
O'Neill's in Akron, said his
company
seeks
applicants
who are quick, aggressive and
interesting
Appearance is

important, but experience is
not a main concern, he added
FRED STUMP, presidentmanager
of
industrial
relationships for Cooper Tire
Co. in Findlay. said a student
should consider his interests
and plans before investigating
a company A student should
consider company size and
location, he said.
He encouraged students to
try to form personal goals and

work toward them
John
Polner.
industrial
manager for the Marathon Oil
Co.. said Marathon looks for
candidates with organization
of thought, career objectives
and skills and interests useful
for the job
"We like people with
attitude 1 want a job so I
work," Polner said
added there is more to a

the
can
He
job

COMPETITION is very stiff
this year because of the
unstable economy, according
to the speakers.
Draftees usually will be
considered if their call-up
date is at least four months

away. Polner said. Those men
in the Reserves cannot be
affected because of then
status, according to Polner.
Each company encourages
and finances graduate work
done by Its employes.
The
recruiters
agreed
that
Bowling Green's placement
facility is one of the finest
they have seen, and that this is
a definite
advantage for
students seeking employment

For Oct. 23 Homecoming,
Eat Meet and Greet
At The Ambassador

nfc MAKE YOUR
jy APPOINTMENT
11 is^

I News |

N. ..,..■. a. Ma, r

Short
circuit

than
a
mere
catalog
description.
The recruiters agreed that
grades are important, but
they do not weigh more than
other qualifications.

Did you ever woewJae why th. phono rings wh.n you turn out
tho lights? Of why all tho lights go on whon tho phono rings?

Fot dinner 01 gel togelhet. party oi recaption. Only
minutes from BG on Interstate 280 (East Toledo Ex-

Oberlin College to boost
minority group admissions
WASHINGTON

1AP1

-

A

program aimed at increasing
minority group admissions to
Oberlin College in Ohio was
announced jointly yesterday
by
the
school
and
the
congressional Black Caucus
Rep Louis Stokes i D-Ohio i
said under ihe program each
of the 13 members of the
Black Caucus will nominate 10
to 15 qualified students from
their districts tor admission to
Oberlin.
Oberlin will then admit at
least four picked by each
caucus member
In addition. Oberlin will
assist
students
needing
financial
help.
Oberlin
President
Dr
Robert W.
Fuller
said
at
a
news
conference with Stokes
Stokes said the program is
the first of its kind in the
nation
HE SAID the nominees
must be from a minority
group which is "substantially
educationally disadvantaged
and racially or culturally
removed
from
the
mainstream
of
American
society such as blacks. Puerto
Ricans. Mexican Americans.
American
Indians
and
Appalachian whites."
Oberlin. wiih an enrollment
of 2.600. is said to be the
nation's first college to adopt
a
policy
against
racial
discrimination in enrollment

C,L,A,Z,t,!L
NOW THRU TUESDAY
at 7:00
THE MOST ACCLAIMED
MOTION HCWRC
Of OUR TIMES

It was the nation's first
coeducational college. More
than 7 per cent of its students
are black

has clearly demonstrated its
concern for the education of
America's
minority
group
members."

Fuller said the college had
asked members of the Black
Caucus
to
promote
the
program "because the caucus

According to the program,
each nominee must be in or
near the upper 15 per cent of
his high school graduating
class.

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
NEW ALPHA PHI ACTIVES
Linda Lambert
Barb Schnitzer
Kate Moormeier
Debbie Speece
Nancy Reed
Patty Mitchell
Jan Corbo
Lyn Davis
Marilyn Griewank
Debbie Fischer
Sharon Brock

SENIORS
in
pomun iwi

sicn

UP NOW

MM YOUR VIIUBOOK

BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
GAIL THE KEY OFFICE 372-2140

Mr.
Mushroom
Sez:

DxtVurpU
Mushroom.

Poster Sale
96c each
904 E. Wooster
11 to 7 Daily; 11 to 5 Sat.

THE NEW GRAY WAY

DISCOUNT PRICES

C

$1.00

STADIUM PIAIA
SHOPPING CENTBt
1616 E. WOOSTER ST.

NOW PIAVING - EVE.-7:30-SAT. & SUN., 3:50, 7:30
GET READY FOR EXCITING THRILLS AND SPILLS!

tXCEDfti*
**** OF TOO

0 352-7248
WHITE RAIN
HANI SPRAY
I

AROUND THE
WORLD IN
80 DAYS

13 OUNCE
ALL TYPES

From Bruce Brown *Ho meOe Endless Summer A Cinema 5 Release RateafG)
fUM - EVE. - at 9:35 - SAT. A SUN. - 2, 5:20, 9:30
WATCH THE THROBBING
RYTHM OF...

The Roing Stones

GIMME
SHELTER

n

SUAVE
SHAMPOO
Golden
16 OUNCES

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
Be.ltr.,
Creee

/STST«IVM-

LCmertia

ra
AN OPEN INVITATION FOR STUDENT
INVOLVEMENT AT B.G.:
A challenge exists in the
future - Shall the students at B.6. become the victims of change, or the implementers?
Help implement a change.
The Undergraduate Alumni Association is now interviewing students
interested in helping improve the university community.

GET INVOLVED

U.A.O.

Winner of 52
World Wide Awardt

*» Sttw 101

( \,H*0tfft4UUtllt ..—Aleutian _—fr.»J.He«i/««>

Pick up applications it the Alumni House /due Oct 29thI

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

BARGAIN HOUR
SUNDAY - OPEN TIL 3 P.M.

at 9:45

*l

HIS. Main
352-5762

EVERYDAY

Tel
JS2 0J6S

WEST SIDE
STORY

THURSDAY IS
BGSU
STUDENT NITE

The
Now
Printers

BLACKLIGHT & FIXTURE-COMPLETE $9.90

WHOOPEE — !!!
ADULTS

• Ceckteril Uunge a MeeHnej Reeeni

The Ambassador 837-5791

(regular prices to $2.50)

Al'TOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

(CinSmaT)

• Dtninf Reetns

(Blacklight or B & W)

WERE PROUD TO HAVE YOU
WITHIN THE R0NDS

Bowllnj

pressway) (t Hanley Rd

Tel.

152 Mti

m%^ RESENTS

HOMECOMING^

Oct 21

THURS.
8:30 P.M.

VVftP?NF,RE

STERLING
FARM

N/S"

\bur friendly,
neighborhood
hamburger.

1 0U

*<:ES

MOW-MrEEK MITES - 7 20. 1 35. - SAT I SUN. - 2. J:*i. 5 21, 7 21. til

WELLA
BALSAM

IX-Ray Havana Tha landtr moments of watching them becoma lovers .and
become involved in tha deeper reletiensaos Ida often couples who hove
only themselves to rely apon for compassion and affection'

.

PARAMOUNT
r — ——we* >-—
P1CTUKS
imj

,

"friends'
^V-v LS
ID

TECHNICCX.0RWITH ElTOtJ JOHN

nstant

THURSDAY-B.G.S.U. NIGHT

ALL STUDENTS WITH I.D.'s $1.00
HIGH SCHOOL STUMNTS WtlCOMl

REGULAR
EXTRA HOLD
8 0Z.

109

SVeciera Aimilmblt thru Oct. 24. 1971. */e*le »eeerve<r ro Ian/1 Ou.ertr.rrei

STADIUM PLAZA

E. WOOSTER - 175

When you're hungry, close counts. And, we're very
close. Love thy neighbor. Drop in any lime
1050 South Main
North of Gypsy Lam
Bowling Green, Ohio

*,.•/«»■•N.wt.Th-nrf-r.OcNfc-H, IWI

Stress fracture
hits Macdonald

Kijanko maturing
as Falcon lineman
For some people, growingup can be strictly of a physical
nature. To others it is a
maturing process that only
time and situations can bring
about.
Tony Kijanko grew up
physically to 6-5. 240 pounds,
but it took 30 months in the
service to mature the Falcon
junior into one of the
outstanding offensive lineman
for the Bowling Green football
team, which enters this
week's Miami game with a
second rating in the MidAmerican Conference,
compiling a 3-1 record and a 41 overall chart
KIJANKO ENTERED
Bowling Green for the first
lime in the fall of 1965 but had
trouble academically
The
Parma Valley Forge High
School graduate dropped out
to enter the army. After
serving active duly in Korea
from 1967 to 1969, Tony reentered Bowling Green in the
summer of 1969.
"Definitely it helped me to
grow up." said Tony about his
tour of duty. "1 didn't know
what 1 was doing before 1 had
lived a suburban life and had
been protected most of the
time In the service, you meet
different people, all of whom
have their own problems, and
you're forced to do things
differently "
While the service helped
Kijanko to mature, it didn't

the Falcon runners have
accounted for 1502 yards
rushing in five games, an
average of 300.4 yards rushing
per game.
WHILE SIZE and strength
is a great advantage, Tony
feels it is not the most
important thing about being a
successful lineman. "Being
big and strong is good, but
quickness has to be more
important than size," said
Kijanko.
"Playing across
from Toledo's Mel Long. I
learned just how much of an
asset quickness is. I may not
be as quick as Maupin,
(Dennis Maupin, Falcon
center), but I feel I have
above-average quickness.''

help his football
"Sure I
think the service hurt my
football some," the veteran
stated. "In the service I got
away from the game. I played
some in the army, but it was
only about three months in
three years."
AS A SOPHOMORE last
season, the big Parma native
had a disappointing year
"Yes, last year was a bad
year." said the Falcons'
biggest lineman "I think my
problem was trying to get
back into the groove after
being away from the game for
a couple of years "
This year is different,
however, as the giant quick
tackle gets back into the
groove and is a major reason
the Falcons' ground game
ranks ninth in the nation
It is common knowledge
that in front of most great
runners there is a strong
offensive line, and with
Kijanko leading the charge.

'/**.

Hit em
again

Outstanding offomiv* lir^mon Tony Kijonko (76), throw, an
•H.cirv. block during th« Toledo gam*. Th* Falcons' lornat
lineman it making a comoback aftar being away from tha tvtf
for several yoars.

Ferguson, Buckeye threat
in future Wisconsin battle

Whatever the reason for his
success, the Falcon runners
are glad the "boy" from
Parma grew into the 6-5, 240pound frame of the "man"
COLUMBUS (API - "To
now opening the holes in the
stop Wisconsin, you've got to
opposing line.
make the Road Runner go
East and West on a North and
South football field."
Ohio State scout Esco
Sarkkinen talked in glowing
terms of Wisconsin's ace.
Rufus I Road Runner)
Ferguson, the No. 1 target of
despite the 27-24 loss to the the defending Big Ten
champions in their battle here
Cleveland Browns Sunday.
"I'd say we played about as Saturday
well as we ever played." said
Ferguson, a 190-pound
Brown after reviewing the junior who stands only 5-footgame films "It's about as 6. has piled up 10 touchdowns
fine a game as I've seen."
and 640 rushing yards for the
He said the play of the
Bengal linebackers "was just
tremendous
Mike Reid
tackle played superb football
Steve Chomyszak was hurt but
stayed in there and was
something else. I'll tell you."
Last weekend, the Bowling
Brown indicated the
mistakes included a bad snap iiicrn sailing club placed
from center and a tumble thai third at the University of
Ten
gave the Brown's two scoring Cincinnati regatta.
opportunities
Others were schools participated in the
Sandy Durko. safety, allowing event
Miami was first. Xavier
Brown tight end Milt Morin to
pull an interception away was second. Bowling Green
from him and dropping it and was in third place by five
a defensive mixup that points with a two point edge
allowed Bo Scott to score the over fourth-place Ohio State
Vice-Commodore Bob
final and winning touchdown
"These are just things that Ilrindley won low point Ahappen in football and there's skipper honors with 22 poinls
no way to answer it I'll just The B races were skippered
say this
our football was by Ray Brindley. C'rewing the
really encouraging when you A races were Brian Wilbur
and Val Jeffers; Anne
lookal the pictures ."
Schlacter was the B crew.

Brown praises Cincy
after Cleveland loss
CINCINNATI i APi - Paul
Brown. Cincinnati Bengal
coach and general manager,
said Monday he thought his
four-year-old expansion team
played its best game ever

Sailors place
in UC regatta
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Eluiive Billy Pitlman (27) hurdles one
of his own men in last weekends gam*
against Kent.
Pittman keeps the
defenses honest with the wingback
counter and also his pats-catching

Tr-Minato decide cohere to
taKe cyoan^auorite cyrloat
treat tnlS Honeconii

ability.

IF THE DEFENSE doesn't
give you the tight end. then
you go to someone else, he
said
"But coach." said a
newsman attending Skorich's
weekly press conference,
"they shouldn't be giving you
the tight end anymore the way
Mill's going "
Skorich agreed with a grin.
Morin hauled in eight passes
in Cleveland's victory over
Pittsburgh a week ago. and
eight more Sunday as the
Browns tripped Cincinnati 2724.
ALTHOUGH MORIN was a
big factor in both games, he
had to share the spotlight
Sunday with a running back
named Bo Scott.
Scott put 18 points on the
board, going against a tough
Cincinnati line that held the
Browns to 64 yards rushing.
Scott accounted for 42 of those
yards, along with the winning
touchdown that vaulted the

Badgers, 2-1 in the Big Ten
and 3-2-1 overall.
"THIS
MAY
BE
OPERATION kneecap for us
this week," said Sarkkinen.
who watched the Badgers
outscore Michigan State 31-28
Saturday
"Ferguson, when he lowers
his head, is very likely to hit
you in your kneecap." said the
Buckeye scout "It takes a
different siyle of tackling to
stop him."
Sarkkinen also shows a
great deal of respect for
Wisconsin quarterback Neil
Graff
"l!e was No. 1 in the Big
Ten statistically a year ago.
and it was the year of the
quarterback Pe's more of a
passer, but is a fair option
runner," said the Ohio State
spy.

"But we should be at our best,
too "
Dayes said he liked the way
his 21st Ohio Stale squad had
new faces step in and do the
job for graduated or injured
regulars.
"This club is picking up the
challenge as well as anyone
I've ever had." said the dean
of Big Ten coaches.

THE OHIO STATE boss
expects Don Lamka. who
played lirmtedly in the victory
at Indiana last week, to start
against Wisconsin
Lamka
has" been bothered by
separations in both shoulders.
Fullback John Bledsoe, who
missed the Indiana contest
with a deep thigh bruise, is
questionable for the
regionally-televised
game
with the Badgers.
If Bledsoe is unavailable.
GRAF. A 198-pound junior Rick Galbos will remain at
has clicked lor 63 completions full-back.
Linebacker Stan White was
in 121 attempts. 811 yards and
four touchdowns Wisconsin the No. 1 defensive lineman
and tackle Rick Simon the top
hasn't won here since 1918.
Ohio State Coach Woody offensive lineman against the
Uoosiers
The Ohio State
Hayes, however, is wary."
They're the best we've coaches did not make
played so far," said l.'ayes. backlield selections this week
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Morin, Cleveland's
ace end on offense
CLEVELAND (API The
way tight end Milt Morin of
the Browns, has been catching
iootballs. it would seem a sure
bet he'll be a prime target
Sunday when Cleveland meets
Denver.
"We'll throw to him only il
their defense permits it."
Browns Coach Nick Skorich
said Monday. "If a team is
going to give you the tight end,
then you're going to have to go
to him."

"Spider" missed the Toledo
meet last Saturday and will be
forced out of the All-Ohio. He
Craig Macdonald will be hopes to b>. -Me to start
missing from the race when running again next week.
Bowling Green hosts the AllOhio cross country meet this
"THIS MONDAY when they
Saturday at 11 a.m.
X-rayed my foot again, it
The sophomore from showed a small stress
Setauket, N.Y., received a fracture on my right foot on
stress fracture in his right the bone leading to my second
foot last week in practice and toe." Macdonald said.
will miss at least a week and a
"The doctor told me not to
half total running.
Stress fractures forced
number one runner Dave
Wottle to miss nine months of
competitive running last year,
from November until this
September.
By Daa Casaeaay
Sports Writer

Including full slips - Vi slip white
and colors. Gowns, pajamas. Robes,
dusters. Lounge sets. Choose from
nylon, lace, fleece, flannel and
Brushed rayon.

Browns to victory with only 39
seconds showing on the clock.
Skorich said the Browns
came out of the Bengals game
"in pretty good physical
condition." He said outside
linebacker Billy Andrews
suffered a bruised knee and
that defensive end Joe Jones
sustained a slight groin pull.
"However, both should be 100
per cent by next Sunday's
game." he said

mans

Skorich tagged the Denver
Broncos as "a strong team
with three fine backs. They
certainly will run at us." he
said

CORNER WOOSTER & MAIN STS.
Downtown, Bowling Green
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Mocdonald

run for a week or 10 days, and
to come back for another Xray." he continued
"Then
MACDONALD INCURRED maybe I'll be able to run "
Macdonald would like to get
the injury running hills in
back into action as fast as
practice a week ago Monday.
He said the soreness of his possible He's been a strong
foot got worse that runner so far. with fourth,
Wednesday when he ran hills and third place standings
again.
among Falcon runners before
"I saw the trainer after that being forced out of action.
practice and he told me to get
"We'll see what happens
an X-ray on Thursday."
next week." said Macdonald
reported Macdonald.
"I haven't run since last "It just depends on how my
toot heals "
Wednesday."
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GRAND OPENING
OCT. 18

ATHAN'S VILLAGE
HOMEMADE GREEK
COOKING with PRIDE
WE GUARANTEE
YOU'LL LIKE OUR FOOD
OR THERE WILL RENO CHARGE

SERVING
LUNCH & DINNER
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!
NOW TRY THE REST!
PRICED TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET
STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E. WOOSTER ST.

HOMECOMING CALENDAR
DUTCH PANTBY
f AMILY RESTAURANT

Snakedance 7:00
Queen Coronation 8:00
Bonfire - Football team
Coach Nelson - B.G.S.U. Band

I 75 a E. Wooilrr

WEEK DAY SPECIALS

LUNCHEONS
DINNER

99c
$1.79

FRIDAY. OCT. 22
Homeooming Concert 8:00
John Sebastian
Homecoming Art Show
Commuter Center 8-11
Faculty - Alumni Day Speakers

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
2 EGGS
TOAST
ORANGt JUICE
COFFEE

THURSDAY. OCT. 21

E WOOSTER & I 75

SATURDAY. OCT. 23
Decoration Judging 9:30
Hall of Fame 10:00 Athletic Dept.
Homecoming Art Show 10-10
Pre-Game 1:00
Miami vsB.G. 1:30
Sorority-Fraternity Teas
Open Houses
Offenhauer Towers - Tours
Dinner-Dance 'The Omegas"
Union Ballroom 8:00 - Semi-formal

SUNDAY. OCT. 24
Homecoming Art Show 10-3

